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Critical layers and the Garrett-Munk spectnun1 

by Barry Ruddick2 

ABSTRACT 
The effects of critical level absorption of oceanic internal waves by a mean flow are estimated 

using the Garrett and Munk (1975) model spectrum. The horizontal currents of the wave field 
are found to be more intense perpendicular to the mean flow than parallel to it. The cause of 
this anisotropy is preferential absorption of waves travelling with the mean flow . However, the 
current anisotropy is only half as large as would be necessary to explain Frankignoul's (1974) 
observations. The wave momentum flux Jost to critical level absorption is found to be nearly 
proportional to the mean velocity. When the momentum flux is deposited throughout a 400 m 
thick shear zone, typical of the main thermocline in the North-west Atlantic, the observed 
stress-shear relationship would correspond to a wave-induced eddy viscosity of -200 cm• s-1

• 

The effect of the absorbed momentum on the mean flow is to cause a slow (5 m/day) down-
ward phase propagation and slow broadening of the shear profile. 

1. Critical layers and the Garrett-Munk spectrum 

Critical layer absorption (Booker and Bretherton, 1967) is thought to be a po-
tentially important mechanism of interaction between the oceanic internal wave 
field and low-frequency ("mean") currents. (Critical level absorption is the enhanced 
absorption of a wave which occurs when the intrinsic frequency w0 = w-k • ii of a 
wave becomes equal to ± f. For weak mean shear, or large Richardson number as 
assumed in what follows, the wave is thought to be completely absorbed at a critical 
level and the impulse of the wave given up to the mean flow. At small Richardson 
number, some of the incident wave action is re-radiated in the form of harmonics. 
See Fritts, 1979). There have so far been no quantitative estimates of the effects of 
such an interaction on either the wave field or the mean flow. The Garrett and Munk 
(1972) series of model internal wave spectra provide the analytical expressions neces-
sary for such estimates. The two most recent versions, GM75 (Garrett and Munk, 
1975) and GM76 (Desaubies, 1976), have successfully modelled both the vertical 
and horizontal wave number structure of the deep ocean internal wave field. The 
major features of the models have been verified by direct measurement (Milller, 
Olbers, and Willebrand, 1978). The models give enough information about the dis-
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tribution of wave energy as a function of phase speed to allow estimation of the 
effects of critical layer absorption. In this note we have estimated: 
1. The maximum horizontal anisotropy induced in the wave field. 
2. The maximum rate of absorption of internal wave momentum by the mean flow. 
3. The effect of the absorbed wave momentum on the mean flow. 

2. The model 

We assume that individual wavegroups propagate in the vertical, (i .e., they must 
be rays, not modes) conserving wave action. Then it can be shown (see Miiller and 
Olbers, 1975, for a more complete discussion) that the internal wave field in a steady 
vertical shear flow u(z) obeys a simplified form of the Radiation Balance Equation 
(we are thus ignoring the "relaxation" and "source" terms discussed by Millier and 
Olbers): 

where 

7/(k) = e(k)/w0 "action density spectrum" 

e(k) is the energy density spectrum of the wave field 

Wo = w-k. ii 

k = (ki, k'l. , k3) = (a cos cp, a sin cp, /3) 

w = .U(k;z) = k • ii + (N2 a 2 + /2 f32)/ JkJ2 

(1) 

Note that .a is the functional form of the dispersion relation w = .U(k;z). Equation 
(1) has a simple general solution: 

'T/ (k;z) = F (a, cf:,, .U(k;z), s) (2) 

We match the spectrum (2) to the GM75 and GM76 model spectra at a level of no 
motion, where u = 0. The functional form (2) becomes, after transformation from 

k space to (a, cp, w) space, where V3 -i = !! is the Jacobian of the transfor-

mation: 

'T/ (a, cp, w, s, z) = F (a, cp, w, s)/V3 

A(+)w0 (3) 
a. (wo2-f2)3/2 

where: 
s = sign (/3) 
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f = (47T/ 24hr.) • sin (latitude)= inertial frequency 

N (z) = (-g- dp ) 1 = buoyancy frequency 
Po dz 

No= 3 cph 

Eo = 30 cm2 s-2 

a.= j,1T (w 2-j2)l / (N0b) 

b = 1.3 km. 

{ t:~2 
GM76 (j. = 3) 

A (x) = 
1.5 

(1 +x)2.5 GM75 (j . = 6) 

q (s) is the (unknown) vertical asymmetry of the 

wave field such that L q (s) = 1 
8= 1 

V an · h · 1 1 · 
3 = 8fi 1s t e vertica group ve oc1ty 
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As in Garrett and Munk (1975), the spectrum has been normalized so that 
fdwf daf d<f, Wo • 'YJ (a,<f,,w) = Eo. Consistent with the hydrostatic approximation 
in the GM model, we freely make use of the approximations w2 < < N 2 and / 2 < < 
N2 • The notation in eq. 3 follows that of Garrett and Munk (1975). 

3. Current anisotropy 

Frankignoul (1974) studied the anisotropy of horizontal internal wave currents in 
the presence of a mean flow . Especially at high frequencies and large mean flow, be 
found a tendency for the wave currents to be stronger in a direction normal to the 
current than parallel to it. He suggested that critical layer absorption could cause 
this by removing from an otherwise horizontally isotropic spectrum those waves 
which encounter a critical level in their travels. The remaining waves tend to have 
horizontal velocity components which are stronger in a direction transverse to the 
mean current, giving the anisotropic currents observed. 

We ask: could the current anisotropy caused by critical level absorption be strong 
enough to account for Frankignoul's observations? To answer this, we assume that 
all waves which encounter a critical level are absorbed, and not replaced at other 
levels. This yields the maximum possible current anistropy. We then use eq. 3 to 
estimate the current spectra, in the manner suggested by Frankignoul. The velocity 
spectra are (c.f. Garrett and Munk, 1975): 
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where: 
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f 
2,r 

P11 (w) = 
0 

d<J:, f aJt 
O da U2 

"f} W o 

f 
21T 

P 22 (w) = 
0 

dcp f C!M 

0 

da V 2 "f} W o 

<p = 0 is taken in the direction of the mean flow 

{ 

w-f 
= UM cos <J:, 

w-N 
UM cos <J:, 

cos <J:, > 0 

cos</>< 0 

U2 = COS2 
,I,. + - 1-

2 

- sin2 </> 
'I" w/ 

V 2 = ~cos2 <p + sin2 <p. 
W o 

uM = Max. in z of u (z). 

[38, 1 

(4) 

At the depth where u (z) = uM, the V 3 -
1 behavior of "f/ causes a piling up of waves 

which are near a critical level. This causes an unrealistically singular cusp at the in-
tegration boundary where w 0 = f. Dissipation in the real ocean would remove this 
singularity, so we "soften" the cusp by pre-weighting the integrands with (w/-/2)/ 
(w2-f2). Removing an isotropic portion of the spectrum in this way causes the re-
sulting anisotropy estimates to be slightly larger than they would have been other-
wise. We are thus estimating the maximum possible anisotropy. 

U2 and V 2 are geometric factors describing the elliptical particle motions as a 
function of Wolf such that U2 = V 2 at Wolf = 1. Except for these factors, and the 
abovementioned V 3 -

1 behavior, the integrands vary as the energy density 71w0 , and 
are described in GM75. 

For the GM75 spectrum, the integrals (4) had to be evaluated numerically. The 
anisotropy factor: 

(5) 

thus computed is shown for several frequencies in Figure (la), for uM = 1.5 u (z). 
Note that the anisotropy is smaller in magnitude than -0.2, less than half that found 
by Frankignoul. 

In the above numerical work, it was found that the Doppler shift terms were 
n,egligible for u (z) < uMl (I .5). In this case, the integrals are nearly independent of 
u. (z) for O :::;; u (z) < uMll.5 and so the approximation w0 = w - k • ii (z) = w is 
valid. (The regions where Doppler shift is important do not contribute significantly 
to the integrals). For ii (z) > uMl l.5, the Doppler terms caused w 0 to tend toward 
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Figure I. Wave current anistropy factor as defined in equation 5 computed for 
a) the GM 75 spectrum, with a,, = 1.5 uL 
b) the GM 76 spectrm, with doppler shift neglected (uL = 0). 
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f, decreasing the computed anisotropy. When this approximation is made for the 
GM76 spectrum, the integrals become: 

w 2 + /2 
[ ( w - f ) ( N - w )] P11 + P22 = 2 12 K (w) G -_ -- + G _ 

W - U M <X• 
(6) 

where: 

( - ( y l+x 2 + 1 )) H (x) = x yl + x2 • ln x - x 

1r2 5-rr12 u' sin u' du' 
G(x)=--2x 

2 o cos2 u' + x2 

K ( ) = 1.5 EoN (z) f • ua, 
w 8w (N2-f2) 

G (x) could not be evaluated analytically; instead, asymptotic approximations to G 

were found for large and small x: 

{ 

7r2 

-2- x 

2x ( 1 - ln ) 

2 

G (x) = 

x~2 

x ~ 2 (7) 

The two approximations (eq. 7) are compared to numerical estimates of G (x) in 
Figure 2. It is seen that in their respective ranges, the approximations are accurate 
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Figure 2. G(x), the function defined below eq. 6 in the text. Shown are the approximations for 
small x (solid line), large x (dashed line), and several numerical estimates (+). 

to a few per cent, and asymptotically approach the true values as x becomes small 
or large. The anisotropy factor computed for the GM76 spectrum using expressions 
6 and 7 is shown as a function of uM for several frequencies in Figure 1 b. As with 
the GM75 results, the behavior of the critical level induced anisotropy factor is 
similar to that measured by Frankignoul but is only half as large. We therefore con-
clude that the anisotropy measured by Frankignoul cannot be caused entirely by 
critical level absorption. 

4. Momentum flux 

As described by Mtiller (1976), the effect of an internal wave on a geostrophic 
shear flow is given by a combination of Reynolds stress and buoyancy flux: 

F - -,-, + f g -, -,. 
13 - U1 U 3 -N2 P U2 

Po 
(8) 

= ut' u/ ( 1 - !:2 ) 

= J J J dk k1 V 3 7J 

The quantity (8) was interpreted by Jones (1967) and by Miiller (1976) in terms of 
the vertical flux of mean angular momentum. Bretherton (1969) interpreted (8), 
measured in an Eulerian manner, as the mean stress exerted across a material, wavy, 
surface; i.e., as the Reynolds stress measured in a Lagrangian manner. He did, how-
ever, conclude that in a rotating system it is appropriate to regard (8) as the vertical 
momentum flux. This view was adopted in the measurements of Ruddick and Joyce 
(1979). They showed that as wo approaches f, the particle paths become nearly 
horizontal circles, and so the buoyancy flux in (8) almost cancels the Reynolds 
stress, leaving very little contribution to the effective stress F1 3• An inertial wave has 
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much smaller effect on the mean flow than one would estimate from the Reynolds 
stress alone. The quantity F is thus a more accurate measure than the Reynolds 
stress of the effective flux of momentum from the wave field to the mean flow. 

To compute the momentum flux, we will assume that waves which are absorbed 
at a critical level are replaced (say, by nonlinear interaction) at the rate at which 
they are absorbed. Then the momentum flux into a critical level is limited by the rate of 
vertical propagation of the waves toward a critical level. We also assume the wave 
field to be fully asymmetric; all waves are heading into a critical layer, not out of it. 
This involves an implicit assumption that the shear does not change sign in the 

region of interest. We take :: > 0. These assumptions ensure that our estimate 

is of the maximum possible momentum flux. 

( 

2 f) 3/2 

From eqs. 8 and 3, using V s = u;:
0

;; 

F13 = f dwfdaf dcp :t
0 

f dw f da f dcp w- 1 A (:.) a.- 1 cos <p 

(for w :2: 2f) 

(9) 

We now compute the momentum flux lost to the mean flow through critical layer 
absorption; that part of the integral (9) for which w - k • ii f, for the GM76 

spectrum: 

F13 
LOST -

dw 2 f 00 

W 7r w-f 
it, 

[ 

da ]5 cos-
1 

( ~-;! )[ ] 
a• ( 1 + :.22 ) o ' dcp cos <p 

(10) 

For moderate mean velocities (less than 50 cm s-1
) the dominant contribution to 

to the a and cp integrals is from the high wavenumber/ slow phase speed tail of the 
spectrum. After the cp and a integrations are carried out, an examination of the w 

integrand reveals an integrable rise to a finite value at w = f, and an approach to w- 1 

behavior at large w. Except for a slight increase at w = f, the momentum flux loss 
occurs in proportion to the total momentum flux at each frequency. 

Evaluating the integrals, we find: 
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F 13 

LOST 

for U < 1, and 

F13 I 
LOST 

for U > 1, where: 
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( y2+u2 
) 2 y l-U 2 arctan l-U2 - arctan l-U 2 

( 
1+ 

+ y l+V 2 In l -

y2+u2 
1+u2 - ln 
y2+u2 
1+u2 

u2 

1 - 1 +u2 

l+y + 2 arctan y - In -1--y 

(11) 

( y2+v' 
- - 1 + u2-1 

y U2-l ln - ln y2+u2 
1 - u2-1 

V" ) 1+ 

u2 

1 - u 2-1 

( yz+uz u 2 ) -- 1+ u 2+1 1+ V4f 
+ y V2+ 1 In - ln y"+V' U2 

1 - u2+ 1 1 - u 2+ 1 

l+ y + 2 arctan y - In -1-
-y 

f 
1 - N(i.f 

y= f2 
1 - N 2 (z) 

u. = f1! 0 b = 72.2 cm s-1 

/ •7T 

(12) 

The depth dependence N (z) is due to waves which encounter a vertical turning 
point at wo = ± N (z). These waves are absent from the spectrum at depths below 
their turning point. 
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Figure 3. Momentum flux lost to critical layer absorption versus mean velocity, estimated for 
the GM 76 spectrum. 

The momentum flux loss (11, 12) is plotted versus u, in Figure 3. It is well-be-
haved, approaching (as u, oo) 

ln N (z) 
f 

(13) 

A value of f = .04 cph has been chosen for this graph. If a velocity difference b..u 
were imposed over a 400 m thick thermocline as is typical for the North-west 
Atlantic, the observed eddy viscosity, v, would be 

-F (b..u) = 13 = - 200 cm2 s-1 11 (b..u / 400 m) 
(14) 

An interaction of this strength is important to the wave field, but very hard to mea-
sure in the ocean. 

5. Effect on the mean flow 

As discussed by Jones and Houghton (1971), the momentum flux lost from the 
wave field serves to accelerate the mean fl.ow. Ignoring the effects of rotation as 
they did leads to a very simple equation for the mean fl.ow : 

OU1 - iJFB loot 

fit - az ( 
. IJF1a IJF 13 loot ) 

smce--=---
iJz oz 

au1 + fl (u ) j au1 j = 0 
/)( l OZ 

(15) 
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Equation 15 can be solved by the method of characteristics (c.f. Whithan, 1974, 

pp. 19-23). An initial velocity profile moves downward with phase speed V (u1). 

since V is a decreasing function of u1 the regions of larger ii will move somewhat 
more slowly than the regions of small ii. Thus a shear region will move downward 

(at about 5 m/day) and broaden. Conversely, for 8:z1 < 0, ii1 > 0, a shear region 

will move upward and broaden. The fact that iJF I iJii 1 is a decreasing function of u1 

prevents the formation of "shocks" in the solution of eq. 15. Thus critical layer ab-
sorption of waves in the GM76 spectrum cannot cause the spontaneous formation 
of velocity fine structure. 

These simple descriptions of the evolution of the mean flow are valid between the 
level where ii = 0 and the level where ii (z) is a maximum. In order to extend the 
results to (say) a higher level, account must be taken of the shielding of that level 
by the lower levels with larger ii, as well as the positions of the wave sources. This 
was done by Plumb (1977) for the case of two discrete waves. Because the wave 
spectrum assumed by Plumb was discrete, he found that a shear zone will tend to 
sharpen as it moves downward, whereas we find for the continuous GM spectra 
that a shear zone will spread. 

6. Conclusions 

1. The maximum horizontal wave current anisotropy which could be induced by 
critical layer absorption is only half as large as was observed by Frankignoul 
(1974). 

2. The maximum momentum flux induced by wave absorption in a shear across a 
400m thick thermocline is equivalent to an eddy viscosity of - 200 cm2 s-1• 

3. The effect of the wave absorption on the shear flow is to cause a downward 
propagation of the shear zone at about Sm/ day. The shear zone will also become 
more diffuse. 
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